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Funding for the Born to Thrive effort is provided by the Center for Prevention at Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Minnesota 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Introduce yourself and your role in community and this work (which we will talk about more in a moment!)Invite folks to introduce themselves briefly in room (one breath introduction)Introduce Bharti & Colleen who will tell us a little about the history of the work to date 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
We want to take a few minutes to set the context about where we've been, where we are going, and what we will do today. PAST: Where we've beenTogether – our 2 organizations are serving as coordinators of Born to Thrive – a multi-year, collaborative effort with a mission to work across sectors to ensure that all Minnesota children in formal and informal early care and education settings have equitable access to healthy food.A little bit about: Why our 2 organizations  
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• 2014   Initial Summit – MDE’s Child and Adult Care Food Program  
 Goal: key stakeholders in early care/education identify potential policy and 

systems changes that would result in healthier early childhood 
environments 

 
• 2015   Planning team & possible action steps 

 
• 2016   Coordinating organizations to lead work through support from the Center for 

  Prevention at Blue Cross  
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Born to Thrive was “born” in the fall of 2014, spearheaded by Minnesota Department of Education – and their Child and Adult Care Food program department along with cross-sector and cross-agency partners who came together to plan and execute a landmark event in December 2014. One of the major goals of this event was to bring together key stakeholders in the early care and education arena in Minnesota to identify potential policy and systems changes that would result in healthier early childhood environments See the Summit Report in your folders for more details.Ask for any participants in that initial Summit to stand up.  Thank them for continuing to engage. Following the Summit, a planning team continued to meet to discuss possible action steps. Through support from the Center for Prevention at Blue Cross the team secured support to identify and contract with a coordinating organization to lead the work and have the skills and capacity to drive action!
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WHY IT MATTERS! 

• Childhood hunger in our state is real - kids made 1.2 million 
visits to Minnesota food shelves in 2016 
 

• 1/3 of Minnesota children live in low-income families and 
are at risk of food insecurity and poor health, which can put 
them on a trajectory for poor outcomes in health, 
education and future productivity throughout their lives 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
PRESENT:  Today Both Hunger Solutions and CDF care deeply about this intersection work and it really matters because today we are looking at this reality … 
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GUIDING PRINCIPLES 

• Healthy Foods = Healthy Development 
• Regional Approach; Community Driven 
• Informal Care Settings Matter 
• Influence on Policy 
• Add Value 
• Equity at Center 

 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Values & Assumptions - SLCShare what was in our brains as we designed Values & Principles have grounded the design work and will continue to ground us as we move forward with partners:Healthy Foods = Healthy Development: Healthy growth and development for 0-5 year olds can be achieved through ensuring equitable access to healthy foods in formal and informal childcare settingsEquity at Center: we have a responsibility to acknowledge the disparities that exist and work to change them Community Driven: BTT works on priorities that communities set for themselves; individual regions drive their own agendas; Influence on Policy: BTT works to address local, regional, and statewide policy changes – rather than program or population level changes.  This is where we see the most impact on the most people – and where things get built into the system for permanency Voices Matter: People have different definitions of healthy.  We will need to work collaboratively to create a definition that will help the BTT effort + everyone’s voice matters + Coalition members include leaders, advocates and parents who will be the bridge to wider community mobilizationAdd Value: BTT exists to build capacity and add value to communities; our intent is to identify what’s needed to move this work forward and help make that happen – might be training, data, mobilizing, etc.  Relationship:   The BTT organizers do not have the answers; we must organize together to develop community solutions that will work + we can’t do it along – as this work progresses we will continue to develop partnerships for successBroad Approach to Change: We plan to take a broad approach to change and not be narrow in our approach to healthy food access



EQUITY  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Equity is at core of work (refer to and briefly move through Equity Document in folders)





YEAR 1 – WHAT WE’VE HEARD 
• Regional Themes 
 NE and SW have an urgent shortage of childcare 

 Twin Cities needs more culturally appropriate childcare with culturally specific foods 

• Statewide Themes 

 Barriers: transportation; cost of food; lack of food skills; structural barriers 

 Stigma associated with food support is more than with childcare 

• Interest in Continued Engagement 
 There is power in collective action (food access and childcare) 
  



IF GUARANTEED SUCCESS,  
WHAT BOLD STEPS WOULD WE TAKE TO 

INCREASE EQUITABLE ACCESS TO HEALTHY 
FOOD FOR CHILDREN IN FORMAL AND 

INFORMAL CARE SETTINGS? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
FUTURE: Where we are going Co-coordination by CDF & Hunger Solutions – today is beginning step of 3 year commitmentWe view this multi-year effort in phases...initial phase to involve learning, listening to community needs, organizing, creating awareness, etc... working our way toward identifying policy goals – and then mobilizing advocatesReally building this from ground floor up and you are integral in thatHighlight regional approach -- metro and 2 additional regions across the state where we had capacity – NE & S Curious to see differences and nuances to help responsively define the work of the next several years Review BTT (refer to BTT graphic in folders) 
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• 3 rounds of 10 minutes each 

• Table Host stays, others rotate tables  

• Carry bright ideas, innovative spirit, data, wisdom, 
experience, field knowledge 

• Record conversation on table paper 

INTERSECTIONS: PROGRAM & POLICY 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Describe:Tables rotate participants every 10 minutesbring ideas to next tableall should record 



IF GUARANTEED SUCCESS,  
WHAT BOLD STEPS WOULD WE TAKE TO 

INCREASE EQUITABLE ACCESS TO HEALTHY 
FOOD FOR CHILDREN IN FORMAL AND 

INFORMAL CARE SETTINGS? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
   	Second Round (new table):  ideas   	Third Round (new tables): ideas



Presenter
Presentation Notes
	Large group sharing– what was one policy idea that had a lot of energy around it? Existing program?  New program?Precursor of what’s to come…Ask Table Hosts to put on floor for AJB to collectWe will compile this and it will inform next steps  
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WHAT’S NEXT 

• Support 
 Regional BTT task forces in SW and NE; regional educational events 

• Explore 

 Vet and explore policy and systems change suggestions from Year 1: 

  Farm to Childcare; Parent Aware; Community Solutions Fund for Intersectional 

  Projects; Food Insecurity Screens with Pediatricians 

• Connect 
 Statewide convening fall 2018; monthly newsletters – borntothrivemn.org 

 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Thank You And Next Steps 
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